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Introduction
Dendritic cell (DCs) based cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) are commonly used in immunotherapy
due to their specificity. The selection of appropriate cell origin and tumor antigen is the key point. The
objective was to culture DCs and CTLs simultaneously from cord blood, and deliver antigen
information using tumor derived exosomes.
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Material and methods
Exosomes were collected from the human promyelocytic leukemia cell line HL-60 using
ultracentrifugation. Prepared DCs from adherent cord blood mononuclear cells (MNCs) using SCF,
GM-CSF, and IN-4. TNF-α and microRNA removed tumor-exosome were used to induce DCs
maturation. DCs matured in the presence of HL-60 cell membrane protein extract or no antigen were
set as control. CTLs was cultured from non-adherent MNCs by adding IFN-γ, IL-15, SCF, FLT-3L,
anti-CD3, anti-CD28 and IL-2. The CTLs were analyzed by flow cytometry, cytotoxicity experiments
and ELISA.
Results
DCs can be obtained from cord blood and express costimulatory molecules. After 15 days, the total
number of the cells expanded 26.3 times, and more than 82% of the cells expressed CD3+CD8+ in
the most amplified HL-60-Ex-DCs-CTL group. These CD3+CD8+ T cells generated by HL-60-ExDCs displayed specific cytotoxicity towards HL-60 and low lethality towards unrelated BALL-1 cells.
ELISA results showed that the expressions of TNF-α and IFN-γ in HL-60-Ex-DCs or HL-60mPr-DCs
activated CTLs were upregulated compared with the control group.
Conclusions
Cord blood CTLs generated by HL-60 derived exosome activated DCs displayed specific cytotoxicity
towards HL-60 promyelocytic leukemia cells. Therefore cord blood and tumor derived exosomes
provided a good source for adoptive immunotherapy.
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Abstract:
Introduction: Dendritic cell (DCs) based cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) are commonly
used in immunotherapy due to their specificity. The selection of appropriate cell origin and
tumor antigen is the key point. The objective was to culture DCs and CTLs simultaneously
from cord blood, and deliver antigen information using tumor derived exosomes.
Material and methods: Exosomes were collected from the human promyelocytic leukemia
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cell line HL-60 using ultracentrifugation. Prepared DCs from adherent cord blood
mononuclear cells (MNCs) using SCF, GM-CSF, and IN-4. TNF-α and microRNA removed
tumor-exosome were used to induce DCs maturation. DCs matured in the presence of HL-60
cell membrane protein extract or no antigen were set as control. CTLs was cultured from
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non-adherent MNCs by adding IFN-γ, IL-15, SCF, FLT-3L, anti-CD3, anti-CD28 and IL-2.
The CTLs were analyzed by flow cytometry, cytotoxicity experiments and ELISA.
Results: DCs can be obtained from cord blood and express costimulatory molecules. After 15
days, the total number of the cells expanded 26.3 times, and more than 82% of the cells
expressed CD3+CD8+ in the most amplified HL-60-Ex-DCs-CTL group. These CD3+CD8+ T
cells generated by HL-60-Ex-DCs displayed specific cytotoxicity towards HL-60 and low
lethality towards unrelated BALL-1 cells. ELISA results showed that the expressions of
TNF-α and IFN-γ in HL-60-Ex-DCs or HL-60mPr-DCs activated CTLs were upregulated
compared with the control group.
Conclusion: Cord blood CTLs generated by HL-60 derived exosome activated DCs
displayed specific cytotoxicity towards HL-60 promyelocytic leukemia cells. Therefore cord
blood and tumor derived exosomes provided a good source for adoptive immunotherapy.
Keywords: adoptive immunotherapy, cord blood, dendritic cells, cytotoxic T lymphocytes,
exosome
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Significance
In this study, we demonstrate through detections of cytotoxicity and protein expression that
the obtained CTLs were amplified to a specific direction and possessed high tumor killing
activity in vitro. These UCB-CTLs generated by HL-60 derived exosomes activated DCs
displayed specific cytotoxicity to HL-60 promyelocytic leukemia cells.

Introduction
Adoptive immunotherapy for tumor treatment is the infusion of immune cells with
anti-tumor activity to directly kill the tumor cells or to trigger an immune response against
the tumor cells. The common cell types infused include cytokine-induced killer (CIK) cells,
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natural killer cells (NK cells) and cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs).[1-3] CTLs are CD3+CD8+
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T cells with MHC I restriction that can specifically and rapidly kill the target tumor cells.[4]
Although adoptive immunotherapy using autologous tumor antigen-specific T cells or T cells
stimulated by tumor antigen in vitro has been shown to be effective for tumors, there are
several complications. Cancer patients usually have immune hypofunction.[5] Continuous
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chemotherapy and radiotherapy will harm immune cells making in vitro amplification
difficult. Thus it is necessary to find alternative sources of immune cells that can work well.
Umbilical cord blood (UCB) is readily available that contains rich hematopoietic stem
cells (HSCs) and immune cells.[6] The UCB-derived HSCs possess the potential of
multi-directional differentiation, and they can be differentiated and amplified in the presence
of hematopoietic growth factor.[7] At present, the UCB can be stored for a long time in a
deep-freezing state.[8] Through the induction of combinations of cytokines, large quantities of
immune cells will be produced, including CIK cells and NK cells.[9] However, there are only
a few reports on the amplification of CTLs from umbilical cord blood.
Dendritic cells (DCs) are the most important antigen-presenting cells (APCs).[10]
DCs-based vaccinations have been demonstrated to be effective in inducing antigen-specific
CTL responses.[11] It is known that frozen thawed cells or weak acid washed cells are a simple
method for obtaining cell associated antigens.[12] Recently, researchers have found that the
exosomes from tumor cells contains abundant tumor antigens and have many antigenic
2
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epitopes.[13] MHC I molecules and HSP associated with antigen presentation, have stronger
immunogenicity.[14] In this study, we first cultured DC cells and CTL cells simultaneously
using samples of cord blood and optimized the efficiency of in vitro amplification. Then, the
tumor antigen information was delivered to the CTLs using tumor derived exosomes
activated DC cells. The CTLs obtained were then detected for interferon (IFN)-γ secretion
and cytotoxicity. The main objectives of this work are to study whether DCs loaded with De
miRNA exosome from tumor can induce antigen-specific CTL responses.

Materials and methods
Blood sample
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Umbilical cord blood (n=12) was collected from pregnant women with full-term
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pregnancy and vaginal delivery at Department of Gynaecology and Obstetrics, Qilu Hospital
of Shandong University. Informed consent was obtained from the pregnant women, and the
protocol was approved by Ethics Committee of Qilu Hospital of Shandong University. The
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samples were collected into blood bags containing sodium citrate anticoagulant and started
the laboratory treatment within 24h.

Isolation of exosomes from tumor cell lines HL-60

The human promyelocytic leukemia cell line HL-60 was purchased from the American
Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA) and cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (Roswell
Park Memorial Institute-1640, Hyclone, Massachusetts, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS, Ultro-protein Ji’nan, China) in an incubator at 37˚C with 5% CO2. For
exosome collection, the cell density was adjusted to 4 × 106/mL with fresh complete medium
containing 90% RPMI-1640, 10% FBS (centrifuged at 100,000 g for 6 h first to remove
exosomes first). After 48 h, the leukemia cell-conditioned medium was collected and
centrifuged at 300 g to remove the floating cells and the supernatant were further filtered
using a 0.22 μm filter and eventually ultracentrifuged with 100,000 g for 10 h at 4°C. The
exosome pellets in the bottom were resuspended in 10 mL deionized water to broken the
exosomes membrane. The supernatant were further filtered using10 Kd ultrafiltration at 4000
g for 30 min to remove microRNA and stored at −80 °C for further use. The final
3
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quantification of exosomal proteins was measured by a BCA kit (Thermo, USA) according to
the manufacturer’s recommendations. We could collect 75 μg exosome derived proteins from
150 mL supernatant.
The morphology of the exosomes was observed using transmission electron microscope
(TEM, JEOL-1200EX, JEOL Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Exosomes were identifed by specifc
antibodies for CD63 (ab59479, dilution 1:3,000, Abcam), CD9 (ab2215, dilution 1:1,000,
Abcam), heat shock protein 70 (Hsp70, #4872, dilution 1:1,000, Cell signaling Tech.), Lamp
1 (ab24170, dilution 1:1,000, Abcam), and HLA (human leukocyte antigen)-I (ab126237,
dilution 1:2,000, Abcam), with detection of beta-actin (ab8226, dilution 1:1,000, Abcam)
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Preparing DCs from human umbilical cord blood
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used as a loading control for western blotting analysis.

DCs were prepared as previously described with certain modifications.[15] Briefly, fresh
UCB samples were diluted 1:2 in PBS. After centrifugation in Ficoll lymphocyte separation
liquid (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Shanghai, China) at 400 r/min for 35 min, mononuclear
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cells (MNCs) were collected from the interface and washed twice in PBS by centrifugation at
200 r/min for 10 min. MNCs were then cultured with RPMI-1640 medium supplemented
with 10% FBS and the non-adherent cells were collected for subsequent CTL culture after 2 h.
Adherent cells were used to culture DCs with 20 ng/mL stem cell factor (SCF), 100 ng/mL
granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), and 5 ng/mL Interleukin-4
(IL-4, all form Sigma, Missouri, USA). The culture medium was changed every 3 days and
the exosome derived antigens were added to the DC culture at day 8 (50 μg exosome derived
protein was added to 1×106 DC cells). The morphology of DCs was examined under a phase
contrast microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM, Hitachi S-2400, Hitachi, Tokyo,
Japan). Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α, 20 ng/mL, R&D, Minnesota, USA) was then
added to these exosome derived antigens-loaded DCs (defined as HL-60-Ex-DCs group) to
induce cell maturation at day 9. On the 10th day, the HL-60 exosome-primed DCs were
collected as effector cells to mix with CTL cells. The workflow is shown in the Figure 1. To
prepare negative controls 1, DCs were cultured and matured in the presence of ultrasonic
broken HL-60 cells membrane protein extract on day 8 with the same protein concentration
4
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(defined as HL-60mPr-DCs group), or without any antigen activation(defined as DCs group).
Uptake of HL-60-Ex by DCs visualized with fluorescent labelling
HL-60-Ex suspension was labelled with DiO [green] (3,3'- dioctadecyloxacarbocyanine,
perchlorate, Biotium, Fremont, CA, USA) for 15 min. Then HL-60-Ex were washed with
PBS twice. The DCs were cultured on glass coverslips in a six-well plate and dyed in medium
containing 5µM DID [red] (1,1′- dioctadecyl-3,3,3,3- tetramethylindodicarbocyanine,
Biotium) at 37 °C for 20 min and then incubated with DiO-labelled HL-60-Ex (50µg,
50µg/mL) for 5 h. After fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, the cells were dyed
with DAPI [blue] (4′,6- diamidino-2- phenylindole, Sigma) for 2min. DCs were washed with
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Culture scheme for umbilical cord blood-derived CTLs
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PBS twice and observed with a ﬂuorescence microscope (IX-71, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

RPMI-1640 containing 10% PBS was used as the basic medium. On Day 0,
non-adherent cord blood mononuclear cells were cultured in basic medium supplemented
with 50ng/mL Interferon-gamma (IFN-γ, R&D, Minnesota, USA), 10ng/mL IL-15 (Millipore,
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MA, USA), with the cell density adjusted to 5×106/mL. The medium was replaced on Day 1,
and the cells were cultured with 20 ng/mL SCF (Sigma) and FMS-like tyrosine kinase 3
ligand (FLT-3L, Millipore, MA, USA), 50 ng/mL anti-CD3, anti-CD28 (both from Beijing
T&L Biotechnology Co., Ltd. Beijing, China) and 500 U/mL IL-2 (Shanghai Huaxin High
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. Shanghai, China). The medium was then replaced on Day 4, and the
medium contained 20 ng/mL SCF and FLT-3L, 10 ng/mL IL-15 and 500 U/mL IL-2 from
Day 4 to Day 7. The medium was replaced on Day 8, and 10 ng/mL IL-15 and 500 U/mL
IL-2 was added from Day 8-Day 15. The cells were cultured in a humidified incubator at
37℃ with 5% CO2. The medium was added or replaced depending on cell growth throughout
the experiment so that the cell density was maintained at 5×106/mL. At day 12, lymphocytes
were mixed with DC at the ratio of 100: 1 (CTL:DC) and cultured for further three days. The
cells were then harvested at day 15. The workflow is shown in the Figure 1.
Immunophenotypic identification to DCs and CTL cells
The following mAbs were used to characterize DCs and CTLs surface phenotypes:
5
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phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated anti-CD80; PE-anti-CD83; PE-anti-CD86, PE-anti-HLA-DR;
PE-anti-CD3 and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-anti-CD8 monoclonal antibodies were
used (all from (BD PharMingen, San Diego, CA).The harvested cells were washed,
resuspended in PBS supplemented with 1% BSA and 0.01% NaN3, and incubated with the
mAbs for 30 minutes on ice. The cells were washed twice in PBS and 1 × 104 of those labeled
cells were subjected by Guava easyCyte 6HT (Millipore, USA). Results were analysed by
guavaSoft 3.1.1 (Millipore, USA).
Analysis of IFN-γ and TNF-α secretion from CTLs using enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA)
The culture medium of CTL cells was transferred to a centrifuge tube and centrifuged at
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1,500 × g for 10 min at 4 °C to collect supernatant at day 15. The secretion of IFN-γ and
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TNF-α from each group of CTLs was determined by ELISA according to the manufacturer’s
instruction (R&D). Assays were performed in triplicate.
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Cytotoxicity of the CTLs

To determine the specificity of CTL, the human leukemia B-cell line BALL-1
(American Type Culture Collection) was selected as negative control. HL-60 and BALL-1 in
logarithmic growth phase were taken as target cells, with cell density adjusted to 1×10 5/mL.
The cells harvested after culture for 15 days were the experimental cells. Depending on the
effector/target ratio, CTL density was adjusted to 1×106/m1, 2×106/m1 and 3×106/mL,
respectively. Then CTLs and target cells (each 100 μl) were mixed together at the
effector/target ratio of 10:1, 20:1 and 30:1, respectively. Control wells were set for target
cells and CTLs, respectively, along with the blank control wells. The final volume was
200ul/well, and each group had 8 replicates. The cells were cultured at 37℃ in a 5% CO 2
incubator. One row of wells was selected at 3h and 6h, respectively, and 10ul CCK-8 was
added and mixed well. Then the cells were further cultured for 1h, and OD of each well was
detected at 450nm. Cell cytotoxicity was calculated as follows: the average of the 3 replicates
was taken, and the cytotoxicity of effector cells was calculated and expressed as killing rate
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(%): cytotoxicity=1- (OD value of target and effector mixture -OD value of effector
cells)/OD value of target cells×100%.
Statistical analysis
All data were expressed as mean± standard deviation (mean±s). Statistical analyses were
performed using SPSS 12.0 software. Paired t-test was adopted to compare the differences
between the two samples, and P<0.05 indicated significant difference.

Results
Generation of DCs
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Adherent cells from cord blood MNCs were round and regular with a diameter of
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approximately 8 μm. On day 3, cells became larger and their shape also started to become
irregular with burr like protuberances. During the late period of culture, DCs shed from the
bottom into the medium (Figure. 2A). After 9 days of induction, the expression of CD80,
CD83, CD86 and HLA-DR was gradually increased in DCs stimulated with GM-CSF, IL-4,
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and TNF-α. Figure 2B shows the results from one of the cord blood samples analyzed. On
day 3, approximately (21.34±1.97)%, (16.3±1.32)%, (7.9±0.88)%, and (12.6±1.17)% of DCs
expressed CD80, CD83, CD80, and HLA-DR, respectively and these numbers increased to
(59.2±3.48)%, (66.34±5.36)%, (75.41±6.85)% and (67.93±5.11)% on day 9 (Fig. 2C). These
results indicate that the monocytes isolated were successfully transformed into mature DCs.
But the results show that the addition of exosome or membrane protein extract does not have
much effect on the maturity of DCs (data not shown).

Typical characteristics of HL-60-Ex and eﬀective uptake of HL-60-Ex by DC
To further obtain HL-60-Ex, we used gradient ultracentrifugation to extract exosome
from the culture medium. The obtained exosomes were yellow at the bottom of the test tube
(Fig. 3A). The exosomes had an average diameter of 50-200 nm in TEM images (Fig. 3B).
Western blotting analysis indicated that HL-60-Ex expressed CD63, CD9, Hsp70 and HLA-I
proteins, but did not express the lysosome marker Lamp 1 (Fig. 3C). Hence, HL-60-Ex
expressed the typical markers of exosome and was used in the following experiments.
7
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Under fluorescence microscopy, we observed that HL-60-Ex, DC cell membrane and
DC cell nucleus labeled with DIO, DID and DAPI show green, red and blue fluorescence,
respectively. After merging the images, we found that HL-60-Ex (green) had been adsorbed
or engulfed by DC cells (red), indicating that HL-60-Ex successfully entered the DC
cells(Figure 4D-G).
Proliferation of CTLs and immunophenotype analysis
After culture for 15 days, the cell number increased considerably, and clone spheres
formed by fast cell proliferation were observed under the microscope (Figure 4A). The
proliferation rate of CTL was significantly accelerated after DC stimulation, whereas
HL-60mPr-DCs-CTL group and HL-60-Ex-DCs-CTL group was faster than that in DCs-CTL
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group (P＜0.05). Direct contact between DC and CTL can be seen under SEM (Figure 4B).
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In the most amplified HL-60-Ex-DCs-CTL group, the average cell count increased from
4.6×107 before amplification to 1.21 × 109 after 15 days amplification, and the average
proliferation rate was (2630±283) % (Figure 4C). As shown by flow cytometry analysis, the
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proportion of CD3+CD8+ cells in the HL-60-Ex-DCs-CTL group was as high as
(82.05±3.7)% after 15 days in vitro culture (Figure 4D, E).
IFN-γ and TNF-α secretion in CTL

Secreted cytokines IFN-γ and TNF-α are important for CTL cells in execution of
cytotoxic function. According to the results of ELISA, the concentration of IFN-γ in
DCs-CTL, HL-60mPr-DCs-CTL and HL-60-Ex-DCs-CTL group was (353±36) pg/mL,
(408±45) pg/mL and (418±39) pg/mL, respectively. There was no statistical difference
between the three groups. The average concentration of TNF-α is (138±9) pg/mL, (294±21)
pg/mL and (284±17) pg/mL in supernatant of three groups, respectively, whereas the values
of the DCs-CTL group were significantly lower than those of the other two groups (P < 0.05,
Figure 5A).
Cytotoxicity of the generated HL-60 specific CTLs.
The killing effect of HL-60 specific CTL on tumor cells induced by sensitized DCs was
compared under different effector/target ratio and shown in Figure 5B. It was found that
8
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CTLs sensitized by HL-60 exosome showed a better killing activity on HL-60 cells compared
with control group. The higher the effector/target ratio, the better the killing effect. There was
no statistical difference between the membrane protein extract or exosome induced DC-CTL
on cytotoxicity to HL-60 cells (P ＞ 0.05). But both of HL-60mPr-DCs-CTL and
HL-60-Ex-DCs-CTL groups has far greater killing rate on HL-60 cells than the BALL-1 cells
(P <0.01).These results suggested that a specific cytotoxicity of HL-60-DC-activated
T-lymphocytes against HL-60 tumor cells.

Discussion
DCs based immunotherapy, including CTLs, are the dominant effectors in
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immunotherapy due to its potentially superior efficacy and specificity.[3] Several approaches
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involving the use of whole tumor RNA, tumor lysates, apoptotic or necrotic debris and fusion
have been used to activate DCs.[16] The present study aimed to generate HL-60 specific CTLs
in vitro through exosomes stimulation to DCs. Exosomes are released in vitro by many types
of cells including tumor cell lines and antigen presenting cells.[16,17,18] Our results revealed
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that >82.05% of the cells generated from the cord blood samples were CD3+CD8+.
The key point of tumor immunotherapy is to select the appropriate tumor antigen. The
commonly used tumor antigens include tumor cells freeze-thaw extract, irradiated tumor cells,
apoptotic body, heat shock protein, and acid eluted peptide.[12,19,20] But the complexity of
these components may lead to autoimmune diseases. Exosomes are small membrane vesicles
secreted into the extracellular compartment by exocytosis. These subcellular membrane
vesicles from endosomal origin are secreted upon fusion of multi-vesicular bodies with the
plasma membrane

[13]

. As a consequence, exosomes have a “cellular” membrane oriented

with a limited variety of proteins derived from the cytosol, endocytic compartment
membranes, and plasma membranes

[21]

. Tumor derived-exosomes are immunogenic and

exosomes may be a novel source of tumor-specific antigens which may be used for T-cell
cross priming and be relevant for immuno-interventions.[14] Exosomes contains MHC I
molecules and HSP, which has a strong immunogenicity and relatively simple
composition.[22,23] A trace of HSP peptide complexes is enough to trigger strong CTL reaction
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because APCs express HSP receptors on its surface.[24] Exosomes derived from tumor cell
lines transfer shared tumor antigens to DCs and, thus stimulate T cells in an MHC class I
dependent way, and provide cross-protection against syngeneic and allogeneic tumors in mice
[25]

. Although noncoding RNA could be considered as a potential diagnostic biomarker, but it

also affects the function of DCs.[26] So our technology removed the miRNA in exosome, thus
avoiding the immune escape caused by miRNA.[27]
Our results showed that DCs can be obtained from UCB and express costimulatory
molecules using SCF, GM-CSF and IL-4 combination. FACS analyses revealed that the
expression of CD80, CD83, CD86 and HLA-DR was gradually increased in the DCs after
induction. The primary function of HLA-DR is to present antigens to the immune system for
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eliciting T cells responses.[28] Therefore, the increase of HLA-DR expression is beneficial for
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DCs to stimulate T cells. CD80 and CD86 are the important costimulatory molecules on DCs.
These two markers engage in the interaction between APCs and T cells. CD83 is the typical
mature marker of DCs.[29] Although autologous CTLs are preferred, healthy individuals with
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the same HLA antigen or partially matched HLA antigen are also a source of specific
CTLs.[30,31] The duration of CTLs culture is usually short and CTLs can proliferate only to a
limited extent. The proliferation of patient autologous CTLs is made more difficult by the
state of immune hypofunction and continuous chemotherapy and radiotherapy. HSCs derived
from UCB can be used as an alternative. Although the killing activity of specific CTLs
derived from the UCB is lower than that of CTLs derived from adult peripheral blood, the
concentrations of T-cell precursors and helper T-cell precursors are comparable.[32,33] These
CTLs can proliferate intensively under the stimulation from heterogenic antigen and they are
still qualified for adoptive immunotherapy.[34] Our cell culture scheme was modeled on the
experiment scheme for adult CTLs. Anti-CD3, anti-CD28 and IL-2 were added to induce
intensive proliferation and differentiation into tumor-specific CTLs with high tumor killing
activity.[35] Anti-CD28 can induce the activation of CD4+T cells and CD8+T cells
simultaneously.[36] IL-2 and IL-15 are believed to perform similar functions, both of which
stimulate the proliferation of T cells, induce the production of CTLs.[37] FLT-3L is a cytokine
that promotes the formation and differentiation of HSCs, several hematopoietic cells and their
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precursors.[38] Studies have shown that FLT-3L promotes the early growth of T cells.[39] SCF
can induce the proliferation of HSCs. In a short-term culture using G-CSF and SCF, the
number of CFUs was increased by 6-8 times within about one week.[40] In the present study,
CTLs were cultured with IFN-γ, IL-15, SCF, FLT-3L, anti-CD3, anti-CD28 and IL-2. The
CTLs proliferated intensively and displayed a strong tumor killing activity.
CTLs can kill the target cells by exocytosis of cytoplasmic particles and release of
particle inclusions.[41] The released particles contain perforin and granzyme.[42] CTLs can also
secrete proinflammatory cytokines, including TNF-α and IFN-γ, which are regulatory of the
immune function.[43] Our ELISA results showed that the expressions of TNF-α and IFN-γ in
HL-60-Ex-DCs or HL-60mPr-DCs activated CTLs were upregulated compared with the
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control group, whereas the TNF-α were the most significantly upregulated. The cytotoxicity

cytotoxic

than
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assays further revealed that HL-60-Ex-DCs-activated T-lymphocytes were remarkably more
HL-60mPr-DCs-activated

T-lymphocytes,

or

simply

DCs-activated

T-lymphocytes. Our experiments also indicated that these HL-60-Ex-DCs or HL-60mPr-DCs
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activated CTLs exerted little influence on unrelated Ball-1 cells. These CD3+CD8+ T cells
generated by HL-60-Ex-DCs displayed specific cytotoxicity towards HL-60.
In summary, we demonstrate through detections of cytotoxicity and protein expressions
that the obtained CTLs were amplified towards a specific direction and possessed high tumor
killing activity in vitro. These UCB-CTLs generated by HL-60 derived exosomes activated
DCs displayed specific cytotoxicity towards HL-60 promyelocytic leukemia cells.
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Figure 1. Culture scheme for umbilical cord blood-derived DCs and CTLs.
Figure 2. Morphological observation and phenotypic analysis of DCs. A: Morphological

t

observation of DCs from day 0 to day 9 (×200 magnifcation); B&C: Flow cytometric

rin

analysis of phenotypic changes in DCs upon in-vitro stimulations with GM-CSF, IL-4 and
TNF-α on day 3 and day 12. (n=12. * P<0.05). B shows the results from one of the cord
blood samples analyzed.
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Figure 3. Typical characteristics of HL-60-Ex and uptake of HL-60-Ex by DC. A: The
exosomes precipitated in the bottom of the tube. B: TEM showed the morphology of
exosomes, which were 50–200 nm in diameter. C: Western blotting analysis indicated that
HL-60-Ex expressed CD63, CD9, Hsp70 and HLA-I proteins. However, Lamp1 was not
expressed. D-G: HL-60-Ex (DiO/green) are adsorbed on the surface of DC (DID/red) or
engulfed in the DC after image overlay (×400 magnifcation).
Figure 4. Morphological observation and phenotypic analysis of CTLs. A: Morphological
observation of CTL from day 0 to day 15. (×200 magnifcation); B: Direct contact between
DC and CTL can be seen under SEM (Bar=5μm); C: Growth curve of CTLs (CCK-8
assay);D&E: Percentage of CD3+CD8+ cell after amplification. (n=12. * P<0.05). C shows
the results from one of the cord blood samples analyzed.
Figure 5.

Analysis of CTLs cell function. A: Concentrations of IFN-γ and TNF-α from

DCs-activated CTLs supernatant at day 15; B: Results of lymphocyte killing experiment of
expanded CTLs (CCK-8 assay). (n=3. * P<0.05)
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